Donor Name Recognition Opportunities at These Two Beneficiaries

Angel Charity for Children is proud to offer donors with two name recognition opportunities in 2020-2021. Please consider a gift to Angel Charity’s Capital Campaign and Underwriting (CCU). With a gift starting at the $5,000 level, your name will be recognized on specially-designed Angel Charity Donor walls at Intermountain Centers and Reid Park Zoo. Additional naming opportunities are available, with more prominent recognition at higher levels. Please contact Adriana Rincon, Donna Crawford, or one of our CCU Committee Members for more information or to contribute.

We are excited to share name opportunities at the Angel Charity Center for Children and Youth at Intermountain Centers. With a gift starting at the $5,000 level, your name will be displayed on specially-designed donor recognition at the lobby entrance. Naming opportunities are also available at the $10,000 level, with more prominent recognition at higher levels.

Naming Opportunities at Intermountain

Donor Wall at Lobby Entrance  Fountain Naming in Courtyard
We are excited to share name opportunities at the **Angel Charity “World of Play”** in the existing Reid Park Zoo footprint. With a gift starting at the $5,000 level, your name will be displayed on a specially-designed donor recognition wall for the World of Play exhibit. Naming opportunities are also available at the $10,000 level, with more prominent recognition at higher levels. **Grand Opening of the new exhibit is planned for 2022.**

**Naming Opportunities in World of Play**

**Structures for Individual Naming**
- South American Treehouse (100K)
- Turbo Twister Slide (75K)
- Anaconda Slide (50K)
- Rope Net Bridge (25K)
- Cargo Rope Ladder (25K)

**Areas for Multiple Names or Individual Naming**
- Nature Play Area (15K and up, or 75K for a single name)
- Cattail Cool Play Area (15K and up, or 50K for a single name)
- Aussie Toddler Play Zone (15K and up, or 50K for a single name)
- Outback Pavilion (10K and up, or 50K for a single name)
- Musical Instrument Zone (10K and up, or 25K for a single name)

Naming opportunities subject to availability.
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